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simple. This is technology, remember?
There has to be a catch somewhere. So,
sit down and relax, I have the story. 

It may not come as a surprise that
the wise men at the IEEE thought
about this for a while and came up
with a standard (IEEE 802.3af). This
standard has been around since 1999,
but progress has been relatively slow.
It started to take off only recently,
mainly because of the availability of
inexpensive specialist components.
Tom Cantrell and Jeff Bachiochi have
covered some of the available compo-
nents and modules (Circuit Cellar 165
and 187). A wide range of parts are now
available, including dedicated switch-
ing transistors, isolation transformers,
and high-quality nonsaturating magnet-

ics, making power over Ethernet
(PoE) a practical proposition. 

TECHNICALITIES
The IEEE document covers

two main methods for sending
power down the CAT-5 wire.
One involves using the spare
pairs. The other involves sharing
with the existing data lines using
center-tapped transformers (see
Figures 1b and 1c). The latter
method is beneficial when spare
cable capacity isn’t available.

The method involving spare
pins allows a decent amount of
current to be drawn because the
two spare pairs are paralleled
together to increase capacity by
reducing the total DC resistance.
The present IEEE specifications
allow up to 13 W of power to be
transferred this way. This may not
be enough for some heavy-duty
devices, but it’s quite acceptable
for medium-size and small items
such as TV cameras and VoIP

So you’ve designed a brand new
Ethernet-based device. Perhaps it’s a
clock, a weather sensor, or an industri-
al controller device. You plan to hang
it proudly on your wall and connect it
to a RJ-45 wall socket. But how are you
going to power it? Where will the sys-
tem get its juice? Surely, you aren’t
going to disgrace your design with a
brick wart. There must be a better way!

Why not feed power over the CAT-5
cable? Well, you’re not the first person
to consider this technique. 

Standard CAT-5 cable has four pairs,
and only two are used for data in a typi-
cal 10- or 100-Mbps installation (see
Figure 1a). So, it sounds obvious to stick
a few DC volts down the spare pairs.
Oh, yes. But hang on, life is never so

phones. An updated PoePlus standard
is currently being considered. This will
allow for up to 30-W capacity, while
still remaining backwards compatible. 

Transmitting power with center-
tapped transformers is more limited.
Pulse transformers and other magnetics
in the Ethernet controller must be
designed to take the full DC power load
current without saturating. That isn’t an
easy task for miniature surface-mounted
components. The advantage of this alter-
native is that it leaves the extra pairs
alone, an essential consideration in
higher-speed gigabit Ethernet, which
requires all four pairs to carry data. 

POWER SUPPLY
Why can’t you just stick any old

power supply across the spare wires?
Because you don’t know what’s at the
remote end, and you may run the risk
of blowing up sensitive equipment. If
you don’t believe me, take a look at
Figure 2, which is a typical Ethernet
terminator. This kind of circuitry is
sometimes contained within a single
metal enclosure called a MagJack.
Note the two 50-Ω resistors R3 and
R4 across the center taps of transform-
ers T3 and T4. They are branched in
series to form an effective 150-Ω DC
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Figure 1—Standard 10- and 100-Mbps Ethernet devices use
just two of the four available pairs. The spare wires can be
used to transmit power to the remote. Two possible methods
are shown (b and c). But watch out! The power source must be
smart enough to detect shorts and overloads and to avoid
damaging components at the far end.
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Figure 2—This is a typical Ethernet termination.The
resistors strapped to the spare data pins and center taps
are there to balance the line and to reduce noise.They
can quickly flash to smithereens in true Harry Potter style
if any unmanaged DC power is placed on the cable.
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load across the input lines. Also note
the two 50-Ω resistors R1 and R2 right
across pins 7 and 8 and 4 and 5. These
present a controlled impedance load to
the otherwise non-terminated wires.
They are there for robustness and noise
reduction. This hookup is sometimes
known as a Bob Smith termination. 

If you connect a 48-VDC raw supply
into such a socket, you will be driving a
good third of an amp through these tiny
resistors. This is guaranteed to vaporize
them to kingdom come. Tiny SMD resis-
tors are not built for such treatment. 

Admittedly, some terminators and
MagJacks have extra series capacitors
to protect the resistors, and not all
Ethernet devices use such extra net-
works. However, you don’t want the
power supply to blow the other
devices that have them. 

There are other potential problems
that can be blamed on bad design or
pure accident. For example, a wireman
could accidentally short or swap the
CAT-5 pairs. All possibilities have to
be considered, and many are men-
tioned in a 1999 IEEE report entitled
“DTE Power Problem Set and Solution
Methodology.” 

Needless to say, the good people at
the IEEE have devised cunning
schemes to preempt the aforemen-
tioned challenges. In simple terms, the
smart power supply can figure out
what’s happening at the load end. It
does this by taking a number of graded
impedance measurements before
applying full power. These impedance
signatures tell the supply whether or
not it’s safe to apply full power. Full
power is applied only
when it’s safe to do so.
Furthermore, the load
is regularly monitored
during normal opera-
tion to ensure nothing
drastic has happened.
This allows the supply
to turn off the wick if
it detects any suspi-
cious problems, when
the load fails, or when
it is disconnected. This
arrangement, of course,
needs cooperating
equipment at the load
end to provide the

right dummy impedances at the
right time.

Apart from the safety factor,
the IEEE standard helps to
reduce overall energy loss,
because only those sockets that
have a valid load can be pro-
grammed with power. During
sensing, the supply knows the
range of power loading taken by
a load, and it ensures that the correct
amount of current is delivered (within
a reasonable range). No more, no less. 

PC-CONTROLLED POWER?
So, does the power supply need to

be computer controlled? Well, yes, but
what isn’t nowadays? 

The operating algorithm is relatively
straightforward, and even the tiniest
microprocessor can handle it. You just
need a power supply that can deliver a
programmable voltage between 2 and
48 V, a means of sensing the load cur-
rent, and a means of measuring its
output voltage from which you can
compute the load impedance and vari-
ous other parameters. The rest is just
software. Mind you, and as you would
suspect, the IEEE standard is not that
straightforward. Many options are
included to cater for all eventualities.
For example, there are options for
sensing an AC load as well as the DC
load, but many of these are just
optional enhancements. You can get
away with just sensing a plain DC
resistive load. Figure 3 shows what the
supply looks like.

How about the load end? The power
source does its validation by sensing the

impedance of the load at different source
voltage levels. While this is taking place,
the load needs to behave a bit like a non-
linear resistor, which is otherwise called
a signature impedance (see Figure 4). The
circuitry to do this is relatively simple,
and there are a number of ICs that will
do the job for you. The basic circuit is
best described in terms of discrete com-
ponents. Figure 5 (p. 62) shows the
basic principle. 

HOW IT WORKS
First, I need to introduce some jar-

gon. Don’t forget that I’m talking about
IEEE standards, so the use of jaw-
churning techno-speak is essential. 

Power sourcing equipment (PSE) is a
term for the source end, or power supply.
Powered device (PD) is the equipment at
the user end or load. An endpoint feed
describes the arrangement or situation
where the power supply is fitted inside
the source box (e.g., inside an Ethernet
router), so only one cable link is needed
between the router and the PD. 

A midspan feed unit (MFU) is a sep-
arate box that’s added somewhere
between the router and the PD to pro-
vide the power. This necessitates two
CAT-5 links, one between the router

and the MFU, and
another between the
MFU and the PD. You
need to buy an MFU if
you already have a
router that doesn’t pro-
vide PoE. If you start
from scratch, you may
prefer to buy a router
with a built-in end-
point feed. Are you
still with me? Don’t go
away. There’s more. 

The voltage level at
the power supply is
specified as between 44
and 57 V, whereas this
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Figure 3—A power supply will include a microcontroller in a
standard design configuration to sense load current and gener-
ate output voltage levels accordingly.
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Figure 4—There are three distinct phases.The simplest of loads will present a 24.5-kΩ resistance until
the input voltage rises above 30 V, at which point the actual driven circuit will be switched into operation.
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is widened to 36 and 57 V at the user
end to allow for reasonable ohmic
drop down the CAT-5 cable. The PSE
is allowed to supply up to 15.4 W of
power with a maximum current limit
of 350 mA. The maximum power con-
sumption at the PD is about 13 W,
which corresponds to a nominal cur-
rent of 270 mA at 48 V. CAT-5 runs
can be considerably long, and a lot of
ohmic loss can be expected. This is
one of the reasons why the standards
suggest that pairs 4 and 5 and 7 and 8
should be paralleled together to halve
the cable’s resistance. 

Although the specifications define
which pin should be positive and nega-
tive, the load must not assume any-
thing. Murphy’s law! The PD must also
ensure that the internal supply is float-
ing with respect to the input power
feed. So, it needs to include a bridge
rectifier on the input plus a floating
transformer-isolated power converter. 

So, how does it work? Let’s take it in
stages. Take a look at Figure 4. When
there is no load applied (i.e., when the
user end PD is disconnected or during
first power on), the source (PSE) repeat-
edly sits in a short loop sensing the line
for an ohmic signature. This is the
detection phase. It does this by placing
at least two spot voltage levels between
2 and 10 V and then measuring the line
currents drawn at these points. The cur-
rent difference is taken rather than the
absolute values because this makes for a
more precise derivation of the signa-
ture impedance. It also compensates for
fixed losses such as diode drops. A cur-
rent limiter on the line ensures the load
can draw no more than 5 mA just in
case there is a short or similar problem. 

The two test voltages are changed rel-
atively slowly to avoid any glitches. The
specifications suggest between 2 and
500 ms between readings. During the
detection phase, the load has to present
a 24.5-kΩ resistive component in paral-
lel with a 0.1-μF capacitor. This is
not a real component value; it’s a
theoretical average. You can’t buy
24.5-kΩ resistors in the shops. To
be more precise, any load between
23.75 and 26.25 kΩ is considered
valid. Loads below 15 kΩ or above
33 kΩ are considered invalid.
Loads outside of these two ranges

are in no man’s land and may or may
not indicate the presence of a (possibly
faulty) PD. 

If this all sounds confusing, it’s
because this is the way standards tend
to specify things that need to lie in
ranges. Mere mortals like us need to
know only that the resistance needs to
be about 25 kΩ. The capacitor is
required for an optional alternative AC
load sensing method. I’ll cover this later. 

When the 24.5-kΩ resistor is detect-
ed, the PSE proceeds to the next stage:
the classification phase. If at any point
the load measures too low or too high,
the PSE assumes there is no valid ter-
mination and removes the power alto-
gether. It then waits a couple of sec-
onds and then starts again from the
detection phase, repeating the cycle
forever. In the worst case, an incom-
patible or bad PD will see a maximum
of 10 V or 5 mA applied across it and
no harm will be done. This is some-
what more preferable than being hit
with 48 V at full current!

The purpose of the classification
phase is to determine the range of load
currents the user device will need. In
other words, the PD tells the PSE how
much current it is going to need. The
use of limited power ranges could be
useful for loads that need critical moni-
toring or to avoid users connecting unau-
thorized devices to certain sockets. A
main application for this is to allow lim-
ited resource PSEs to allocate different

power levels to different outlets or to
allow the PSE to enable only certain
PDs in case of an emergency or other
priority. In practice, however, this
may create more problems than it can
solve. Table 1 shows some of the
available options.

During the classification phase, the
PSE applies two or more voltages
between 15.5 and 20.5 V (current lim-
ited to 100 mA) and measures the new
signature impedance. The PD recog-
nizes these new voltage levels and
switches in a suitable load resistor
according to its expected needs. Note
that if the PD retains the original 24.5-
kΩ resistor, it will be classified as
Class 0 and default to full-power range,
which is very convenient. In other
words, the simple do-nothing option
will give you the full power range.
Who says committees never come up
with practical ideas? The PSE will
have a further chance of detecting
improper loads or shorts during this
stage. It will remove the power alto-
gether if anything feels suspicious. 

Having passed the classification
phase, the PSE can now slowly ramp
up to full power, so the voltage now
goes up to the 48 V per 300 mA cur-
rent limit. At the same time, the PD
will connect the line to its internal
circuits powering the user electronics.
After this new stage and while provid-
ing full power, the PSE will constantly
monitor the load for current drawn. The

PD will guarantee to sink a
defined maintain power signature
(MPS). In other words, if the load
current rises above 400 mA at
any time or drops below 10 mA for
than 250 ms, the PSE will assume
the load has gone funny, kill the
supply, and revert to its detection
phase as before. There is a defined

Class Load by PD Usage Power range
0 0–4 mA Default 0.44 to 12.95 W (full range)

1 9–12 mA Optional 0.44 to 3.84 W

2 17–20 mA Optional 3.84 to 6.49 W

3 26–30 mA Optional 6.49 to 12.95 W

Table 1—Take a look at the PD power classification scheme.This allows
the supply to provide only as much power as the device demands.
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Figure 5—Take a look at the operation of a typical PD in stages.
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back-off period of 2 s to avoid the entire
thing going into wild oscillations.

A well-known scenario to be avoid-
ed is when a valid PD device has just
been unplugged from an Ethernet wall
socket and a legacy device is plugged
in immediately after. If the PSE does-
n’t recognize this situation quickly, it
can damage the legacy device because
full power is still being applied to the
line. This is where the alternative AC
sensing method scores. A 500-Hz AC
common-mode signal is superimposed
on the DC. Any AC disconnection
can be detected immediately, whereas
a DC disconnection has to rely on slow
voltage decays before it can be correct-
ly detected. Note that the supply can
optionally use either AC or DC sensing,
but the load must include methods for
supporting both. In practice, this is
just a 100-nF capacitor in parallel
with our beloved 24.5-kΩ resistor. 

THE LOAD’S JOB
During initialization, the PD pres-

ents a variable impedance to the sup-
ply depending on the input voltage

across its input pins. Between 0 and
10 V, the load looks like a 24.5-kΩ
resistor (plus the voltage drop effects
of the bridge rectifier). Between 10 and
20 V, it can still be a simple resistor,
but it’s calculated to give the current
load specified in Table 1. Alternatively,
it can keep the same 24.5 kΩ to respond
for Class 0 and the full power range. As
the input voltage ramps up between 30
and 42 V, the user load is switched in.
If during full power the input falls
below 36 V, the PD disconnects itself
from the supply. This is known as
under voltage lock out (UVLO).

It’s the PD’s responsibility to ensure

that the load doesn’t take more than
the rated power or less than a mini-
mum threshold current to make sure
it doesn’t get turned off. This mini-
mum current is specified as 10 mA for
at least 75 ms in every 325 ms.
Unplugging the PD can then be easily
recognized by the PSE as it sees the
current drop below 10 mA. 

The disadvantaged products in this
scheme are low-power devices that
need to include a bleed resistor just to
ensure that the minimum current
threshold is met. So much for energy
conservation!

TYPICAL PD
Figure 5 shows a most basic PD. It

has been divided into sections to show
the relative responsibilities. Figure 5a
shows a bridge rectifier. It’s always
good practice to use a bridge in case
the wires have been swapped around.
A PD can make use of both alternative
sources by having two bridges, each
connected to the two power options
shown in Figures 1b and 1c.

Figure 5b shows the main 24.5-kΩ

Photo 1—The D-Link DWL-P50 is a ready-to-go mod-
ule. Ethernet in, Ethernet out, and a choice between
12- and 5-VDC outputs.
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microUSB - Tiny USB ready-
made USB Interface to 1 Mbps 0.7”
x 0.5” based on SiLabs CP2101.
Gnd/RX/TX Suspend, Reset, &
3.3V 100mA source –40°C +85°C.
microUSB                     only  $25 

Tracker 110/Explorer 200 high-
perf. economical USB 1.1/2.0
protocol analyzers. $999/$2999
USBEX300 for debugging USB
wireless Wimedia <$29,500
New - Bluetooth Sniffer <$10K

ANT8 Matchbox-sized USB-
powered logic analyzer. Sample
8 channels at up to 500 million
samples-per-sec. View traces
on PC.  Print or save for later
review! (16-ch. ver. too!) $222

You need these cutting edge products to quickly solve your
toughest design and measurement problems!

USB-Serial AdaptersUSB Bus AnalyzersEasy USB USB Logic Analyzer

I2C for PCs

Serial port for laptops without
one! USB-COM instantly updates
older RS232 products to USB!
PC thinks it’s using COMport
up to 8 channel.

only $30  (1) or  $25 (100)

PCI93LV: industry-standard I2C
card for PCs. WINI2C/PCI software
gives windows-interface to develop
and debug I2C bus systems.
UCA93LV is new USB version.
NOW! - transparently monitor at
400kHz!  only $499

New Products USB to 24 x I/O
USBI/O24 - 24 latched I/O
lines self-powered from your
PC's USB port. Ubicom SX52
allows individual pin I/O
programming. I/O control via
PCs USB port.                    
USB I/O 24  from $69

HumidiProbe - Temperature
and Humidity Logger for PC.
PT104 - High resolution and
accuracy. Platinum sensors.
USB powered - no power
supply required. Free s/ware.

from $241/759

Signal Wizard

Signal Wizard - easy-use real-
time DSP-based filter board for
audio bandwidth signals.  Design
filters in seconds without any DSP
knowledge!
Signal Wizard II only $399

Call 1-888-7SAELIG

FREE COFFEE

Mention Offer# SBW

to get a free 
STARBUCKS Card 

with your order!

USB to I2C

USB I2C/IO - provides a simple
"drop-in" solution for connecting
your PC to 90kHz I2C + 20 I/O
lines. Free software. Use multiple
boards for more I2C/IO.
USB I2C/IO only $79

While supplies last - 
not available with any other offers

Also: Wireless Temp Loggers, Stepper Motor Controller, PC for harsh environments,
Automotive Diagnostic Kit, PC for Healthcare, Wireless controller, Oscil loscope, JTAG
testing, Indicator modules, V ideo Mot ion Detectors ,  Indust r ia l  IO modules,  Sof tware
for  soundcard -  f ront  panels  -  log ic  s imulat ion and hardware cont ro l  -  CAD 
I f  you don’t  see what  you need maybe we can f ind i t  for  you? -  Ask for  sales!

Saelig Co. searches the world to bring you unique, easy-to-use
control and instrumentation products from overseas.  Customers
include: Intel, Philips, NEC, Kodak, Nokia, US Military,
Microsoft,  Dell, Xerox, Universities, T.I., Harris, Sony, J&J,
Thomson, Sandisk, General Dynamics, H-P/Compaq, etc.

HumidiProbe / PT104
Dualcore..........................dual ARM IC 
Emulin..........LlNbus/J2602 emulator
WIZnet.....................................TCP/IP IC
Hunt RTG..........instant FPGA/DSP
Byteparadigm................USB 2.0 I/O 
Systembase..........Quad UART chip
Owasys..............embedded wireless

Video Modem

Ether-IO

Ether-IO - UDP/IP-controlled 24
X digital I/O board. 3 x 8-bit TTL
ports each independently pro-
grammable. Connects to any
TCP/IP Ethernet network. 
Ether-IO 24 from $99

FrontDesign

FrontDesign - software for designing
professional-looking front panels -
with a host of drawing functions.
Print, mill or engrave, or export
final at 600 dpi.
FrontDesign  only $79.95

Touch-sensing ICs
Quantum ICs- World-beating capacitive sensor
ICs for switching and control with patented fea-
tures like Adjacent Key Suppression,
Spreadspectrum, adjustable sensitivity. QRG ICs
in use worldwide by the world’s largest con-
sumer/appliance manufacturers          <$1 (10K)

EMI Tents

EMI shielding tents made from Ni/Ag
fabric. -86dB 20MHz to 18GHz.
Portable - tabletop to room/lab size for
on-site, on-demand pre-compliance
testing. External PVC or aluminum
frame. from $3500

GPS Logger

TrackStick™ - gumpack-sized
logger tracks position data for
shipments, vehicles, personnel,
etc. Records date, time, location,
speed, heading and altitude at
pre-set intervals - shows
route/speed on PC! $249

PP298/PP300- High-perf. USB2.0-
pwrd scope-in-a-probe! Up to
100MS/s, 25MHz 24kS buffer.
+/-100mV to +/-20V. 20ns/div -
50s/div C/VBDelphi/LabView/
VEE drivers.          $643/$1127

FATfile Storage2/4ch 12-bit USB scope Touchpanel Controller

OM-Adapt SM miniboards
have two footprints on either
side. Now use your ultra fine pitch
SMD components with more
useful 0.1" inline spaced holes.
One-to-one pinouts.    ~$10.00

SM PCB Adapters

Easy VGA

DLP-D - Programmable USB
Security Dongle based on
FT232R - log use/user/expiry,
etc. Optional sophisticated
software allows customizability.
DLP-D                  only $12.99

FT232R - NEW! USB1.1-serial IC
with new "security-dongle" features.
Each IC has unique ID! Internal
EEPROM, clockgen, pullups, etc.
Smaller/cheaper than FT232BM.
FT232RL $2.15 (1000)

USB in one IC!

microVGA - graphics adapter that
allows micros to display text &
graphics on any VGA monitor.
Connect to any host micro
controller, embedded device or a
PC with a USB or serial port.
Clever & simple to use.            $139!

VPORT - MPEG4 with Web
browser/Ethernet interface
and built-in motion detection.
352 x 240 color video streams
at 30fps with 24 kbp audio
coding. 
96047627                       $450

iLCD Starter Kits - let you
custom-program graphics LCDs
into your product quickly!
Touch-panels too! Create
perfect LCD screens with any
font & animated graphics within min.
iLCD                          from $151

TR-72W - Networked logger for
remote msmt. of ambient. Send
email or phone warnings if
thresholds exceeded. Optional
WiFi for remote locating &  msmt.
TR-72W                          $527

USBwizCAN-USB

PS3424 - New 4channel 12-bit
20MS/s USB2.0-connected/powered
scope adapter.  Scope, FFT, and
meter displayed simultaneously
with free software.
PP298                           $1269.95

USB Temp Logging

DLP-TH1- low cost, self-
powered USB-based digital
temperature/humidity sensor.
Easily monitor temp/humidity
/dew.pt. from PC’s USB port.
DLP-TH1 from $99.95

Stepper Motor

Easy-Step™ 3000 - advanced stepper
motor drive and control system for
unipolar stepper motors up to 35V/3A
and 3 Amps - ideal for robots/industrial
control – turns you into an instant
motor control expert!         from $119
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signature-sensing resistor and a 100-nF
capacitor to provide an AC signature
load. There is also a 60-V Zener diode
to provide some sort of overall protec-
tion. (An extra fuse connected
between this and the input line would
not come amiss.) In this simplified cir-
cuit, the classification phase is also
managed with the same 24.5-kΩ resis-
tor, classifying the unit as Class 0. 

Figure 5c is a simple gated switch that
turns the load on when the input voltage
reaches about 30 V. Figure 5d denotes
that the load has to sink at least 10 mA.
Figure 5e represents a 36- to 42-V con-
verter, which must be floating (e.g.,
transformer isolated). Modules in the
RECOM International Econoline series
are typical examples. They are small pot-
ted modules (e.g., an RS4805 that takes
36 to 72 DC input and 5 V at 200-mA
output all in a small SIL footprint).  

TYPICAL PSE
Figure 3 shows a basic PSE design.

Of course, you’ll usually use a pre-
made PSE rather than make your own. 

The supply consists of a decent 48-
VDC power supply and a series regula-
tor controlled by the D/A output from
a microprocessor (possibly via a PWM
output). The series resistor emulates
the current limit and a place to take a
sample of the current drawn. One
such controller is needed for each
Ethernet line or RJ-45 outlet. 

The design is pretty straightforward
because accuracy is not primordial. One
tricky part of the design is the wide-
ranging metering of the output current,
which needs to cover a range of 100 μA
to more than 300 mA. This necessitates
either a high-resolution (14-bit) ADC or
a means of switching in different shunt
resistors for the different ranges.

Note that the series pass transistor
won’t need much heat sinking. It will
normally be operating either fully on
(when delivering full power) or at lim-
ited current during the initialization
phases. The software consists of a sim-
ple timed loop to cover the detection,
classification, and power delivery
phases one at a time. The IEEE 802.af
document describes procedures for
implementing a version of this flow-
chart if you have the time and inclina-
tion to decipher the gripping notation

Eddie Insam (edinsam@eix.co.uk)
lives next to the Thames in southern
England. He has been designing spe-
cialist signal processing and telecom
systems for more than 20 years.
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LTC4257 PoE Interface controller
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LM5070/71 PoE PD Interface and
PWM controller
National Semiconductors 
www.national.com/pf/LM/LM5070.html

Power modules 
Recom International Power
www.recom-international.com

HV110 PD Controller IC
Supertex, Inc.
www.supertex.com

TPS2370 Power interface switch
Texas Instruments, Inc.
www.ti.com

and methodologies used. 

INTEGRATING PoE
Of course, you may not be interested

in making your own circuits. There are
plenty of ready-made chip and module
solutions available out there to make
it all easier. But understanding the
principles involved will ensure that
you won’t get caught in many gotchas!

The MAX5940/1 was one of the
first kids in the block. These chips
provide all of the 802.3af interface
detection, classification, and switch-
ing facilities. One of the chips is nor-
mally used in conjunction with a sep-
arate Maxim 48-V switching down
regulator (MAX5014) to provide a
complete power supply function. 

National Semiconductor’s LM5070,
LM5071, and LM5072 are typical of the
all-in-one-chip solutions. They integrate
a current-mode DC-to-DC controller,
user-programmable under-voltage
threshold, a fault current control loop,
and many other functions. The LM5071
and LM5072 can accept power from an
external AC/DC adapter (a wall wart). 

The Texas Instruments TPS2370,
TPS23750, and TPS23770 are also big
contenders. They combine the function-
ality of the older TPS2375 controllers
and need a minimum number of exter-
nal components. Similar devices are also
available from Linear Technology
(LTC4257) and Supertex (HV110).

Chip solutions are also available for
the PSE end. Some of these have mul-
tiple controllers, which allow four,
eight, or even 12 power supply con-
trollers from one chip. Current
devices are the Maxim MAX5945, the
Texas Instruments TPS2383, the
Linear Technology LTC4258, and the
PowerDsine PD640xx series. For
instant satisfaction, check out the
PowerDsine 3001 (a single port mid-
span supply) and the corresponding D-
Link DWL-P50 end load adapter, which
are considered complete modules. The
latter comprises a floating supply that
can generate either 5 or 12 VDC at the
flick of a switch (see Photo 1, p. 64).
This pair can provide a relatively
inexpensive solution for small PoE
needs. Similar products are also avail-
able from suppliers such as Hyperlink
Technologies. 

You’re sure to see many more PoE
solutions in VoIP phones, CCTV cam-
eras, and industrial Ethernet applica-
tions. Integrating a PoE supply into a
module will be commonplace. I
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